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Hold
NewConstitution Lawrentian»
College Spirit
Dinner; Lawrence
President Speaks Greets Visitors
Voted by Student
OnLawrence Day
Body, 436 to 84
Adopted A fter Two Minor
Am endm ents; One Pro
posed Change Defeated
BY JOHN OLSON
The boy orators are silent. Peace
•gain spreads its wings over the
campus, and the winged victory
settles on the banners of the pro
ponents of the new constitution.
L eft without criticisms to the new
constitution by virtue of good work
by the drafters of the new docu
ment. or made docile and passive
by the spring weather, members
Of the student body in chapel last
Monday voted to adopt the new
constitution with a few minor
amendments and without the ver
bal bloodshed that was expected.
THE VOTE
For
436
. Against
84
Scattered
'6
total
S3«
At the friendly suggestion of
President Wriston. sentence three
of Clause A of Section 2 of Article
V, regarding the duties of the Ex
ecutive Committee, was amended
to read “To submit to the adm in
istration any m atters of mutual
concern’’ instead of “To submit to
th e adm inistration any grievances
w hich
the Student Body has
•gainst it.” The motion to amend
was made by George Walters.
Mott Amendment Passes
Robert Mott was author of the
•econd motion for amendment. To
tnake the constitution more flex
ible and easy to amend, Mr. Mott
Snared to reduce the majority
needed for an amendment from
three-fourths to two-thirds. The
motion carried successfully and
meant that the words “tw o-thirds”
be substituted for the words “threelourths" in Article IX
Ted Wilder’s motion that the Ex
ecutive Committee be selected by
th e president and th e Social Com
mittee be elected was decisively
voted down by a standing vote
Apparently the more sarcastic
Opinions of the constitution were
w ritten instead of being expressed
orally. Among the ballots cast
w ere found rem arks such as, “A
vote, yes. the situation is still
terse,” “Nuts to this, fun at Law 
rence. what difference does it
m ake.” “I’m for the minimum wage
scale.” and “No, no, a thousand
tim es no."

We hope you’ll consider us sane:
even after you hear what we have
to say. We wonder if the chatter
ing of a squirrel hasn't left us quite
Incapable of rational thinking. If
so, it is a dear price to pay for a
tew weeks isolation in the old An
nex. Perhaps you’ll understand af
te r we explain. We attem pted an
explanation while confined; we in
clude portions of It now to better
m ake you realize what we mean.
“I lie here on my back in the
old Annex, not suffering, nor in
■ny danger, but no doubt delirious
and with a bit of fever. It is not
the sickness that bothers me, but
rath e r the chattering of a squirrel
on my window sill. How he got
there I don’t know or care, but he
has waked me from the sleep I
need, and I could, with a clear
conscience, strangle him, if I were
able. He makes a racket which is
quite like a bark, looks at me with
■ more human expression than
many 1 have observed, and is truly
company; but I don’t want com
pany, just sleep.”
We hardly remember this inci
dent now, and are grateful for
these few scribbled lines. They
m ust have been w ritten during the
first few days of the fever. This
next note is dated to show that it
w as w ritten while we were in
much better health, and during the
second week of isolation.
Squirrel Is Persistent
“This large red squirrel is most
j eersistent.
r
For days he has jabTurn to page 2

Lawrentians - in - Madison held
their annual banquet in the Round
Table room of the Union last night.
Henry M. Wriston, president of
Lawrence college, spoke on 'T his
Year at Lawrence and Plans for
the Coming Years.” College songs
were led by Mr. Winfield Alexan
der while Elbert Smith at the piano
accompanied the group. Rev. E.
C. Dixon of Madison said grace,
and Justice M. B. Rosenberry, of
the Supreme court, delivered an
address. Mr. Rosenberry is a tru s
tee of Lawrence college.
Among the guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Hopkinson, Mrs. H. E.
Merritt, F. V. Paulson, and the fol
lowing university students; Joan
Andre ’36, Caroline Habhegger '37,
Mary Jane Seyk *36, Elizabeth
Coleman ’36. Sidney Felts L2, John
Frampton LI, Genevieve Lind '34.
and John Herschleg grad.
Officers of the Madison Associa
tion of Lawrence Alumni are: W.
J. Bury, president: F. V. Paulson,
secretary: and Mrs. H. E. Merritt,
treasurer.

May Fete Plans
Embody Changes
Jean Sehram, May Queen
I j8 l Year, to
Preside
Completed plans for the May
Fete embody several changes from
the celebration last year. Jean
Schram, May Queen last year, will
preside at the coronation of the
new quMik
The ceremony is scheduled for
Sunday, May 12, at three o’clock in
the afternoon. It will be held on
the West lawn at Sage Hall instead
of in front of the new Alexander
yymnasium as was customary in
past years. The traditional dances
by freshmen will be replaced by
several solo dances. This change
was made to avert the expense of
costumes.
Queen's Identity Secret
The May queen, maid of honor,
and the four attendants were chos
en from the senior class and were
elected Wednesday in chapel by
the student body. Their selection
was made on the basis of beauty
and personality. The queen's iden
tity will be kept secret until her
appearance May Day.
According to present plans the
A Cappelia choir will provide the
music. The crowning of the May
queen will take place after the
choir's introductory song and the
processional entrance.

Roy L Stone to
Speak at Second
Annual Banquet

Chairman and Committees
Com plete Plans for
The Dav

Milwaukee Banker to Dis>
cuss Banking Trends
Wednesday, May 1

Breakfasts, luncheons, dinners,
tours of the campus, athletic con
tests, music, plays, vaudeville,
dances, get-together periods; all
of these will be blended with the
college atmosphere to form Law
rence Day spirit. Chairman Ed
ward Powers and his committees
have completed plans for all the
details of the day and announce
this schedule: Registration will be
at Ormsby for women and Brokaw
for men and will last all morning:
7:30-10:30 a. m.. May breakfast on
the terrace at Russell Sage for
both men and women; 10:45-12:30,
campus tours and talks with pro
fessors in regard to plans for next
year; 11:00 a. m., tennis exhibition;
12:30-1:15, luncheon at the dormi
tories: 1:30. freshman tennis meet
and also a track meet with the St.
John's Academy track team. From
2:00 until 2:30 the guests will be
taken on a tour of the South Cam
pus including the gymnasium,
field, and the Institute of Paper
Chemistry. From 2:30 until time
for dinner, the visitors will be free
to attend an all-star baseball game,
archery, and fencing exhibitions,
swimming at the Alexander Gym
nasium, and a matinee dance.
Outdoor Dinner
The women will have dinner at
Ormsby and Russell Sage dormi
tories, and the men will all attend
a big pioneer style dinner which
is to be held at the south campus.
A large bonfire will 'fee th# center
of activities and the event will be
the big chance for all the men to
get acquainted with their prospec
tive class mates.
The evening will be given over to
entertainment. A student vaude
ville featuring Ollie Williams as
the Master of Ceremonies will be
presented at the Chapel, and to
finish the evening, the Brokaw
Formal will be given at the Old
Alexander Gymnasium.
Arrangements will be made for
the students to stay over Saturday
night (in the men's and women's
dormitories) if they so desire. Any
students who have friends to whom
they wish invitations to be sent
should give the names of these
friends to Ed Powers, who will sec
that they receive invitations.

Nationally known in banking
circles, Mr. Roy L. Stone, president
of the first Wisconsin National
Bank, will be the principal speaker
at the second annual Lawrentian
Banquet to be held at the Apple
ton Hotel, Wednesday evening.
May 1, at 6:30 p. m.
This banquet instituted last year
by Normal Clapp, then Editor of
the Lawrentian, is sponsored by
the Lawrentian and is open to col
lege students and faculty members.
Guests of the Lawrentian for this
banquet consist of the members of
the Lawrentian Board of Control,
the Editorial Council, the reportorial staff, business staff. Tickets
for those who are not associated
with the Lawrentian in any w ar
are on sale in all the dormitories
and fraternity houses at fifty cents.
The object of securing a speaker
of renown is to bring to the college
campus a man with some signifi
cant message. Mr. Stone, as dilec
tor of personnel and in charge of
public relations of the oldest and
largest banking house in the state
of Wisconsin, is well qualified to
convey this message.
Ta Speak m “Banking Trends”
The subject of Mr. Stone's ad 
dress will be "Banking Trends.”
The present problems and difficul
ties that the banking system is up
against and the condition of our
banks today should be of the u t
most interest to the college genera
tion. With this in mind. Mr. Stone's
address should be one well worth
hearing.
John Olson heads the committee
in charge of the sale of tickets. He
has appointed the following as rep 
resentatives to sell tickets In their
respective housing units: Gay P at
terson at Ormsby; Mary Fulton and
Margaret Rape at Sage; Daniel
Wolterding and James Straubel at
Brokaw: Dick Graef, Beta Sigma
Phi: Louis Cherney, Sigma Phi Ep
silon; Karl Mess. Phi Kappa Tau;
Wilson Schier, Delta Tau Delta;
Ted Wilder, Phi Delta Theta: Ed
ward Arnold. Psi Chi Omega: and
George Moersch. Delta Sigma Tau.
Tickets are on sale now.

Philip Bradley was elected to
Phi Beta Kappa at a meeting of
that organization Tursday.

Jo Jo the Campus Cave Man Could
Turn Casanova Green With Envy
This is the tale of Jo Jo, the
campus cave man. There are many
like him, but not in our little
sphere, our little sheltered nook
of the world, our colorful carnival
ground, our merry-go-round. La
ment if you will. Our Jo Jo is a
great Jo Jo. No half way stuff
for us! Our cave man could pinchhit for the greatest of them in any
league, not even considering the
bushes, (although one should not
forget the importance of bushes to
the best of cave men). For our Jo
Jo is tough, as are all cave men.
He talks like a cave man. He
staggers his listeners with tales of
his escapades in and around the
dim light joints of midnight Ap
pleton and one o'clock Shiocton,
(not to mention those stirring
sagas of "p r o h i b i ti o n Little
Chute” at any hour). Smithes is
the place now, you know. Oh yes;
and what he hasn't done at
Smithes! Of course it is no mat
ter that two good orange pops
would salt him away, nor that
there are rumors to the effect that
there was something fishy about
many of the aforementioned tales
long before his diving. For Jo Jo
is dramatic. He looks like a round
er, and he wants to look like a
rounder. The most potent thing he
ever got around was a hot fudge
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with-with, but he’s a rounder, nev
ertheless. His clothes have that
high class traveling salesman flare.
And who. pray, are greater or
more notorious rounders than trav 
eling salesmen? But all these d ra
matic devices are no more than
devices by which he captures the
hearts of Lawrence maidens, who,
(and can you blame them) are
proud of their cave man, proud of
his powerful, bulging muscles, his
dram atic sway, his zippy w ard
robe, his notorious reputation. For
Jo Jo is a lover. And Jo Jo loves
them all.
Ah yes! No fair damsels have
been able to resist him. None
have baffled him with techniques.
(And what a variety of teenniques
we have!) For Jo Jo has “April
eyes" throughout the year, and
Jo Jo uses them. He is a loyal and
confirmed member of the school of
the generous rumble-seat-hug and
the endurance-smooch. He is the
boldest and smoothest of history's
great lovers. Casanova? Small
stuff. And Jo Jo works out any
where. He is especially adept in
the stacks. When Jo Jo puts on
the steam, the window glass and
the thick flooring melts away; the
books brown on the shelves; smoke
Turn to page 3

ROY L. STONE

Plans Rejection
Of “Hell Week”
Study and Intellectual Ac
tivity to Take Part
In Initiation

After a prolonged period of re
search and investigation, Delta Sig
ma Tau fraternity announced this
week its rejection of that period
preceding initiation known as “hall
week." This decision m arks the
first appearance of novel tenden
cies resulting from the recent “hell
week” disturbances in some *f the
m ajor universities.
The primary purpose of the new
plan is to give study and intellec
tual activity its due part in the
period of initiation. In the past
there has been altogether too lit
tle stress laid upon this factor, the
emphasis being laid entirely on
the physical stamina cf the indi
vidual. Initiates are going to be
given ample opportunity to study
and keep up in their work, and to
really learn something about col
lege and fraternity life, which is to
be accomplished in the following
way:
Not To Live at House
Initiates, instead of living at the
house as previously, are going to
live at their usual places of resi
dence. but are to spend a certain
period of time each day at the
house, thus having ample time each
day to study, and still be able to
be subjected for a short time each Dear Marjory:
day to orSers from actives.
What’s new under the big top?
The educational instruction will Well, of course, we add a few new
be accomplished by a series of ban acts in the spring. Comes the vot
quets, during which the pledges ing season, and the political tigers
will be addressed by qualified per are juggling fraternity and sorority
sons on fraternity policy and his i black-balls with amazing speed and
tory.
subtlety. "Vote for Joe and we’ll
To maintain a balanced program, vote for Minerva!” . . . Too, we
one evening is to be set aside com are entering into the returning
pletely for physical endurance and grad era. “Who the devil Is he,
work; one evening at which ac anyhow?”
tives could enjoy watching the
"I hear he has money.”
stupidity of their younger brothers.
“Who's a smooth guy in the
On the final evening, an informal house, anyhow? Let's get working
smoker is to be held at which all on him. Give him the goo! Maybe
fraternity faculty members will he’ll buy us a new chapter house
be present, which will be followed in ’65.”
by the formal initiation ceremony.
“Okay, everybody down stairs to
meet him when he comes in Let
ACHTENHAGEN ADVISES
Adenoids do most of the talking.”
Miss Olga Achtenhagen, assist
Then we have a brand new con
ant professor in English, advised stitution to shred on our political
the freshman women to hold fast lettuce next winter. If someone
to their dreams in a talk following would only suggest complete chaos
the Mortar Board dinner at Orms some
modern year!
by April 15. The purpose of the
Thiel and McConagha Hounded
talk was to acquaint the girls with
In this ring, my dear Marjory,
the requirements and ideals of we have seven spring-washed fra
Mortar Board.
ternity dogs chasing Mr. Thiel and
Mr. McConagha from the Chapel to
Main Hall. There, did you see the
shifty Thiel sway his agile hips
BILLBOARD
Wed.. May 1—Lawrentian Ban and miss that St. Bernard? He
stoops! He grips the rolling stone!
quet.
He winds up! And he throws!
Sat., May 4—Alpha Chi Omega
What an arm! What a ball game!
Formal.
What a circus!
A. D. PI Formal.
Of course you know we are on
Kappa Delta Formal.
the long drag till June. We are
Campus Club dinner.
irritable. We are jumpy! Our
Sat., May 11 — Drlta Gamma
brotherhoods and sisterhoods are
Formal.
not on speaking terms. Mass love
Phi Mu semi-formal.
and mass respect are no more. They
Slat., May 18—Lawrence Day.
Brokaw Formal.
Turn to page T
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Sunshine Brings
Brokaw Spy Out
O f Hibernation

S P R IN G F IN A L L Y C O M E S

We Caught Him
S l e e p i n g on a
Lawrentian Desk

W h o ’s W h o O n
T h e C am pus

Missed his calling — should be in
If one goes into the Lawrentian movies — perfect double for Char
Our long awaited spring has at |
last arrived. For a while we were
office in the day time is apt to find ley Chase — then, too, there's Gar
doubtful, but now it seems that
him, very fast asleep, stretched out bo — “Just Another Dream Com*
warm weather is here to stay. New
on a desk top, with an alarm clock True,” he says — he’s “The Thin
clothes have been shown off at
Brokaw during the past week, and
beside him. Pretty soon the alarm Man" of the faculty — likes music; |
those who have been lucky enough
clock will go off, and he will wake if you don't believe it, watch him
to be blessed with a new Easter
up just enough to turn it off, and scoot across the campus to Schola
suit strut around the hall with {
then go back to sleep. His average someday — psychologist superb — ,
great nonchalance. One of our
flashiest men owns the flashiest
number of hours sleep per night is idol of a certain buxom Brokaw
wardrobe—J. Robert Watt. Bob's
about four. And that’s giving him
head-waiter — some of his coursea ’
ability to produce a bright new
a high average.
necktie every day has won him
He has, more than almost any are hard, they say — others rem ind i
widespread fame, to say nothing of
one else around here, the ability us of a course in plumbing (plenty t
EVEN THE GRASS IS DRY NOW
Eileen’s captivating glances. As
to do a great deal of outside work, of pipe) — claims he’s an introvert,
our Bob is a great believer in con
(He is president of Science Club but we wonder—oh you kids! F av -f
servative dress for all occasions,
and general humor corraller for ora true-false tests — upholds Ge
gether
by
the
hour.
We
fire
ques
we have appointed him as supreme
the staff) and keep up a high
tions at each other with such rap standard of college work, (ask Dr. stalt — particularly fond of p ro -:
style-setter for the more exclusive
nouncing his G’s hard. M ystery'
H
a
b
b
e
r
s
c
a
b
b
e
r
Brokawites. By the way, Bob, I've
idity that sometimes we evade ex Baker), and retain that famous man — where is he on Tuesday,
been wondering about what to
sense
of
humor.
He
hasn't
lost,
as
planation. It is much like the bull
Thursday, Saturday — he's harder
wear to the sorority rooms tonight.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
session talk which ii so popular. so many of us serious-minded and to find than a collar button — cu ts!
Perhaps you might give me a
hard - working college students classes like a demon, but when he
tip. . . .
bered with me ifor 1 confess I now I realize now that he and the other have, a calmness, and that saving gives tests, he gives them two at a
• • •
talk to him as one does to a dog) squirrels on the campus have lis quality of taking-things-easily.
time.
Even-tempered — never
Marty Bridges, builder of men,
On the campus he is invariably gets riled up — patient — kinduntil
he has become quite a part tened to us from above for years;
has recently set a new record for
accompanied by that gregarious
the Phi Delts. One day while at of my life He is ever present and their jabberings have been merely red-head Duke, whom he claims he hearted — everybody'« friend —.
considerate — they say he's even
work, Marty was accosted by two is now watching me closely as I vain attempts to converse with us. feeds once a week.
capable of understanding the prob
young ladies who asked directions write. I notice a certain rhythm in They watch and listen; and do not
Plays in Summer
lems of perplexed . coeds <you've
to a certain street. Although Mar his response, as in that of a lan
His summers are spent working got to hand it to him for that) — |
understand the animals down be
ty had never seen the girls before, guage not understood."
low. What a time they must have on the Golf Course in Door County loves his work — apparently hap- ;
one thing led to another, and soon
and at Egg Harbor resort, where
A later notation shows more
the three were old pals. Yes. it clearly how we must have allowed comparing their observations. My he makes up for any tim e he may py and in the prime of life. What
seems that Oshkosh is going Law- the chattering of a squirrel to play squirrel insists that the grays of have lost during the winter, in the more can we ask?
the campus spent their lives imi
rentian, especially since Bridges is upon our sense».
tating and attempting to solve the way of recreation.
always around, ready and eager to
Without a great deal of apparent Dr. Bober to Speak
"I often wish the fever had not problems of those below. He is
give more directions. To make disappeared,
effort, or any hurting of other peo
and
that
I
knew
my
proud
of
the
fact
that
he
is
one
of
T o Teachers’ Ass'n.
matters better <or worse) these
ple, he will get pretty much what
girls came all the way down from self to be insane. I would then the red squirrels in the vicinity. he wants in life. At least we hope
Dr.
M. M. Bober, professor of
have
an
excuse
for
this
strange
in
He is intently interested in campus
Oshkosh the other day to watch
economics and business, will ad
so.
Marty run in the track meet! Boy, timacy with a squirrel. 1 have activities, desiring to know more
He used to wear a yellow tie, but dress the teachers of the M arinette
studied him, as he has me: I am about them.
how d'ya do it!
now he has given it away. When County Teachers’ Association at
aware of intelligence, of cunning,
Lawrence Educates Squirrels
• • •
their meeting at Wausaukee to
"Here we are — a squirrel intent he meets a Feature Writer, he bows morrow afternoon. He will speak
Smoking is noticeably becoming and an all too human feeling about
low, tips his hat, and rem arks in
!he most popular pastime around him. I doubt if he could say the upon knowing more of human life, true Micawber fashion, “Generally on educational problems which
Brokaw. Along with it has come same of me. He is surely attem pt and a human, interested in the be I don’t like Feature Writers; how confront teachers and all those in
a new pipe fad which is being ably ing to make me understand his haviors of squirrels. He explains do you do. Feature Writer?"
terested in education today. He
supported by Bill Hoover, Roger barks. What's more, his shrieks that all squirrels cannot find mean
There's a girl in Neenah, and will, in particular, point out the
«Don Juan> Mueller, Grant Thomp play upon my eardrums, until at ing in the chatter of human beings. one in Madison. They keep the relation of these problems to social
son, Bud Nerad, Jack Olsen, and times I imagine I understand his The close contact which the squir 'phone bills up . . . but after all, service.
Ed (Tuffy) Winchell. New addicts speech. This is made like seeing rels of this vicinity have had with it's spring.
to the nicotine drug are rapidly something in the moon, like feel higher education has been the root
Life to him seems one sweet
I have
learning the art of bumming cigar ing the notes of music, or the rush of their development.
ettes. so strenuous measures are be of the waves, and applying words thought this a great tribute to our song. . . . by the way, he's pretty
good at mixing his shampoos in
ing taken. If this practice con to them all ‘notice these insane school: to have knowledge extend Chemistry,
and from 9 to 10 on
ed so far. My case I am unable to
tinues, Bill Heilman will undoubt thoughts).
lie I'ndersUnds
explain. I only know that I have Mondays, Wednesdays and F ri
edly start a resolution—or quit
I am quite certain that this squir learned to understand the barks days, he studies German, or is
smoking altogether. Some of the
wiser men now bring only one rel finds meaning in my words. I of a red squirrel: and have learned scheduled to study it.
You know him.
Everybody
cigarette downstairs with them All have had this feeling for days. At that the squirrels about watch us.
millionaires are hereby advised to first I merely regarded him as a hear our chatter, understand these ; knows him. Or should. He's the
pet and talked with him for want vocal expressions, but cannot com top; he rates his Publick, includ
adopt this foolproof method.
• • •
of something to do. With little prehend our way of living. This ing Duke.
When a girl gives a boy flowers meaning I would invite him in, is the type of pitiful ignorance in
Exactly 271 students, out of 405
—well, that's news. This time Dan greet him. and bid him good bye. which my red squirrel exists. I questioned at the University o f :
—who intend to enter a
Quite
naturally
he
answered
my
iel Wolterding was blessed with a
have named him Habberscabber."’ West Virginia (Morgantown), favor
graduate school or a pro
carnation Of course this doesn't invitations and chattered back at
capital
punishment.
fessional school is called
entirely prove Ding's system - but my questions. Lately it dawned
upon me that he understood. I
it must have possibilities.
to the facilities of the
• • *
know now that he gets the mean
Announcement has been made
Marquette University.
ing
of
my
words;
I
only
wish
I
B
IL
L
'S
P
L
A
C
E
that
on
Sunday,
May
5,
and
Doc Mills, famous Chinese jiuGraduate courses leading
rv rry following Sunday in May.
(Opposite Armory)
jitsu artist, has located another could understand him."
The next lines were written thr su ¡mining pool at the new
to master’s and doctor's
CIGARETTES — TOBACCO
prospective girl friend. This time
SODAS
SUNDAES
degrees.
she's from Menasha, and we’re told while feeling as normal as one can gym will be opened for Mixed
MALTED MILKS
she's very nice. For the last week expect while being shut in. The Swimming. Time: from 2:30
Professional courses in
ICE CREAM — 25c Quart
Doc's been going around whisper strength lost through tever and in p. m. until 5:00 p. m.
medicine, law, dentistry,
fection
had
been
regained,
and
we
ing into everybody's ear, and is
dental hygiene, engineeralways careful to issue the w arn arc confident that we were men
in g, journalism, business
ing not to tell a soul. Well. Doc, tally normal at that time. Yet as
administration, speech.
you’ve been telling us how to ac we read this later note—
Squirrels Converse
quire 'em and hold 'em; now let’s
Marquette University is on
"Physically I'm as strong a s '
see what you can do.
the accepted list of the
• • *
ever; I walk about and wait forj
Association of American
Perhaps you could tell us why a | the fresh air I am soon to enjoy. I
Universities. Egch college
certain young man has suddenly am quite convinced that my mind
and school of the Univer
deserted Ormsby, his favorite has been affected in some manner.
hang-out for the past week. Well, The doctors assure me that my
sity is recognized in the
Paper
Hats
—Balloons—
Noise
Makers
fears are groundless <1 have not
it's a long, long story. , . .
highest group by the na
told them about the squirrel). He
tional bodies organized to
Favors — Decorations
cymes to the window daily, which I
Drug Store Manual*set up standards.
open to better hear him; and I sit
and listen to his chatter. Believe
Address The Student Ad
Orchestras and Entertainment
Withdraws N i e c e
me when I say I understand him
viser, Marquette Univer
Only
the
best
are
available
thru
this
office
From I . o f Chicago now. It is no illusion—we chat to
sity. for complete infor
With the recent irate scene caus
mation.
ed by Mr. Walgreen, chain drug
Get the Latest Hits on
store magnate, in withdrawing his
MARQUETTE
niece from the "red” University
U N IV E R S IT Y
of Chicago, a serious case of jit
Olympia
Bldg.
Tel.
6411
(¡
Olyn
ters has been precipitated which
at the
C2l
threatens true academic freedom.
(We guarantee 36 honr service on all novelties)
The idea of taking an objective a t
M
eyer-Seeger
Music
Co.
titude has been attacked as "red,"
& ¡K X X X m ¡!
or confused with it by conseivative as well as radical fanaticists. I
Mr. Walgreen claims the unive;-- I
sities should teach "love of coun
try." His niece, he charged, was '
exposed to "communistic influ
ences."
We will consider a limited
In answering the ''red" investiga
number of selected stu
tion started by the withdrawal of I
dents experienced in circula
Walgreen s niece, Robert Maynard |
tion work, will also consider
Hutchins, president of the Univer
experienced Team Captain for
sity of Chicago, stated: "I believe i
rrip-Around-The-World this
that freedom of inquiry, freedom
Summer. We represent all
of speech, and freedom of teaching
select National Pablications
are indispensiblc to democracy"
of International appeal. Kot
Some excerpts from "The Rus
details write giving previous
sian Prim er" and a work of Stuart
experience.
Chase, used in Social Science
classes for the past several years
along
with
Herbert
Hoover’s
“American Individualism," were
given for criticism in an English
class constituted the objectionable
S Columbus Circle
influences which caused Mr. WalNew York
green’s case of nerves, according
to the Daily Maroon, Chicago Uni
versity paper.
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Clever Irony of
Milne’s Play Is
Well Portrayed
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Page Three

Jo Jo the Cave
Man Is at Large
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Student's Criticism
Highly Intellectual
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
A student at the University of
Illinois (Champaign) wrote an es
say for class on H acketts “Henry
The Eighth." Following is an ac.
tual excerpt from it:
“Henry the Eighth was a very
fascinating man, being a book
which Francis Hackett wrote. He
ended feudalism by killing those
of the opposite feud and thus be
came a great dictator. Henry m ar
ried eight wives and even though
a Spanish princess told him she
had only one neck he sent for her.
Catherine bored Henry and would
have me, too. So he married and
disposed of others by losing his
head. Henry's chief adviser was
Wolscy, who was a butcher’s son
but who later turned Pope. Wolsey couldn’t speak Spanish though
and so his head was cut off. W ith
out a doubt, Henry was the great,
est magnate of all times."

curls up over the carrel tops; the
BY MARY THOMPSON
paint, the new, new paint crisps
No one view« the world with
and bubbles on the walls. His
complete indifference. Each of us
words are few, as are the words of
gets thrilled at times regardless of
cave men, (so I read in chronicles
how hard or sophisticated we are.
of the past); but his actions: irWe laugh and are delighted by
resistable as the stone from which
clever irony on the serious amus
he's named; bold and to the point;
ing business of life sometimes we
and rapid, my dears, rapid. Next
lose our perspective, and people's
'tom es the low steel of his voice!
little ways and manners, really so
Nothing female can exist in such
ridiculous, aren’t saved by our
heat; nothing female attem pts it.
sense of humor but merely grate
Into his arms swoons the maiden,
on us and make is miserable. Isn't
while, with his free arm, Jo Jo
}t a relief then to meet an
cuts another notch in his heaving
A driadne like the one A. A. Milne
belt. Is it any wonder all the
gives us in his comedy, "Adriadne,
documents on the third floor are
pr Business First" whose sense of
oven-browned? His heat goes to
hum or awakes in us all a sense of
the top.
¿he ridiculous?
Now Jo Jo, so the word goes,
This satire by A. A. Milne to be
when not mounted on his trusty
presented in the Memorial Chapel
steed, drives a racing chariot—one
on May 6 and 7 by Sunset Players
of these new fangled horseless dark night—and again Sir Jo Jo
one of the cleverest, most amuschariots— so that when the stacks dispatched the Prim 's Horsemen to
g, and hilarious pieces you have
are overcrowded he may kidnap investigate the dastardly plot. But
»ver seen. One could hardly de
his heart's desire, flee to the shady the phantoms phantomed away,
scribe the characters half as well
outskirts of some nearby hamlet, and very soon our hero sobered up
ps the playwright himself so if
throw up the tents, and put on his after his extra heavy double choco
there be borrowing every now and
act. It is said he lived with the late malted . . , and the daring
Proclaiming the stand taken against war by thousands of American Riffs for a number of years in or
hen. this w riter merely recognizes
students, this enormous poster dominated the meeting held at Colombia der that he might get first hand ab Jo Jo was saved a most unethical
ier deficiencies.
,
University, New York, where Roger Baldwin, noted pacifist, is shown duction and harem experience. death.
Nicholas in Lead
So Jo Jo, the lover, lives on to
leading
the
throng
in
reading
the
Oxford
pledge,
printed
on
the
poster.
But
that
is
only
a
rumor.
How
First let m e introduce you to
stride through the Library daily,
that keen, intelligent, clean shaven In a nation-wide protest against conflict, demonstrations were held at ever, the word, and a more re  capturing the hearts of all maiden
many
colleges,
some
violence
resulting.
liable word, floats the campus cir hood from dictionary to diction«
inask of a face discerned by his
cus grounds to the effect that there ary, from roof to basement, from
Clients only as one of the leading
are nights when the daring Jo Jo the stacks to the front steps. He
eolicitors in Malchester, penetrable
fears to deposit his chariot in his strides, he slaps them lovingly on
only by his beloved wife, Ariadne.
royal barns. Not only that, for fear powdered backs, he winks, he ex*
This is John Winter, Esquire (Carl
is oftentimes the insignia of good ercises the rumble seat arm. HE
Nicholas) to whom all money is
sense, but th e story runs that said LOVES THEM ALL! THE GREAT
“good” money to be sought, to be
BY SAM HAIR
Jo Jo called the Prim 's Horsemen JO JO!
won. and not to be throw n away.
to escort him through the barn
The happy, sophisticated Ariadne
e x t r a : stricken with an Idea and lifts it doors. Then there was that other
(M argaret Hecht)
doesn’t like EXTRA!
throw ing it away, but she likes ex
r io t :
RIOT!
up again) Operator! . . . Get me a night when phantom captors shin
nied up a tree to lie in waiting for
changing it for beautiful things,
WALGREEN SPECIAL!
paper.
. . no, no! a newspaper! their cave man prey (pray, cave
w hich she now and then manages
BAZAAR
GETS
EXCLUSIVE
. . . Hello . . . Get me an edi man, pray); but Jo Jo the daring,
to do. Without her well developed
REPORT OF RECENT
the brave, the great lover, detected
tor . . .
and exercised sense of humor, she
CONVERSATION BETWEEN
Would be somewhat at loss.
Operator: I will connect you with the wretches—for they flicked ci
RICH SODA-JERKER
garette butts from the tree into the
Stalking into the scene comes
Mr. Hearst.
AND COLLEGE DEAN.
Hector Chadwick (Ollie Williams)
Hears!: Hello . . . oh, yes, Char
brother-in-law to John, and a bore CHARLES R. WALGREEN GETS
Be Good to Yourself!
in a grand style. His wife, Hes- SOUR GRAPEFRUIT AT BREAK ley. whadda ya know?
Walgreen: How about a headline
ts r (Dorothea Wolfe>, faded some FAST; NIECE C O M P L A I N S
what, is still proud of Hector. One SCHOOL IS TERRIBLY DIFFI in a paper?
Hearst: Sure. What do you want?
Keep Yourself Well Sspplled
could not fail to be of so supreme CULT ANYWAY. AND BESIDES
Walgreen: Oh . . .anything . ,
an artist; and she has given up her THE BOYS AREN'T NICE TO
At The
right to the hearth rug and central HER AND THAT AWFUL MR. anything . . ,
Appleton
Fruit Market
Hearst:
Well.
I
ought
to
have
GIDEONSE
TALKS
THROUGH
position without resentment: but
kind of an idea about what it is
she feels there should have been HIS NOSE.
Walgrnen: (picking up telephone) you don’t like this time?
aomething m ore in life than Hec
Walgreen: It’s a college. (He
tor's voice. She is fond of her Operator! . . . Get me the Unibrother, and has always known versity! . , . The University of turns to his niece—"Where is it you
th at Ariadne was not good enough Chicago! . . . Hello . . . Is this the go to school, Lucille dear?”)—it’s
University? . . . Uh . . . well, the University of Chicago.
for him.
Hearst: Oh. I get it! O. K. Char
give me a dean ,
I want a
Charlie in Dilemma
222 S . College A re .
ley, I’ll give ’em the works. And
Who is this cynical, discontented dean . . . any dean. . . .
Operator: I will connect you by the way, what kind of an ad
#anet Ingleby (Ruth Jane Karrow)
do you want tomorrow?
V ith a lazily, dangerous tongue and with Mr. Brumbaugh.
Walgreen: Ad?
Walgreen: Hello . . . Drumbaw,
an eye to business? Her main in
Hearst: An advertisement , .
terest. Charlie, whose offer of m ar do you know that America is a
riage Mr. Ingleby has turned down, nation of great opportunity . . . You know.
Gladly Delivered to Tour Keeidential Unit
Brumbaugh: Er . . . I beg your
Walgreen: Oh. yes. Couple pages,
m aintaining he is perfectly willing
more later. Goodbye . . .O pera
to give some enterprising young pardon.
Walgreen: . . . and your school tor! . . . Get me a newspaper . . .
anan his daughter and $20,000 for
not the Examiner . . , Hell? . ,
the suitor to put in business. Poor is full of reds, so . . ,
Brumbaugh: What?
—CHICAGO MAROON.
Charlie was unable to use either as
Walgreen: How many Reds you
he couldn't think of any business
NOTICE
got registered in your school?
to enter.
The Daily Maroon will present
Brumbaugh: Who is it?
Finally we have Horace MelWalgreen: How many did you “Uncle Charlie” Walgreen a silver
(Irum (Chet Roberts), dashing as
loving cup if he can pass the So
far as his weight will allow—a su say?
Get Better Dry Cleaning at the Modern —
Brumbaugh: Maybe about fif cial Science I comprehensive in
preme egotist without a wonder or
June.
a misgiving in him. He is the teen. I think.
—From
Daily
Maroon.
In the Same Building as the East-End Postal Station
Walgreen: Aha! Fifteen hundred!
bounder of the piece.
With such a charming cast of Full of ’em! And what is my niece
cads, bores, business men, cynics, learning in your college, Mr, Bumnice people, and jealous sisters, baw?
THREE
UNDER
Brumbaugh: Is this Mr. Wal
•“Ariadne, or Business First" offers
an entertaining and interesting green?
ONE
ROOF
Walgreen: W hat else?
evening.
B rum baugh: I believe she is reg- AFFORI
ETTER

t

{

The Travelling Bazaar

EAT MORE FRUIT

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Better Dry Cleaning

COATS
A r - C
DRESSES .. ¿ 7 0

H uron College (London, O ntario) j istered in the Social Sciences. . . .
Is reputedly th e sm allest college in
W algreen: Aha! Socialism!
B rum baugh: . . . and Biological
th e w orld—its enrollm ent totals
only 20 students.
! Sciences . . .
Walgreen: Aha! D am ned evolu| tionists!
NORTHWESTERN ENCKAVINC
B rum baugh: . . .an d a music
AND
THE CONSERVATORY
| course. . .
April 28—P iano Recital, pupils
ELECTROTYPE PLANT
Walgreen: Nazi? Aha! T hank
ot B arbara Sim m ons — 3:30 j you, Mr. D um baw . (He hangs up
MENASHA.WIS.
p. m. (at the conservatory).
the receiver, th en seem s to be
A pril 30—M acDowell Male C ho
rus and H elen O rnstein—
8:00 p. m. (at the chapel).
May 2—Piano Recital, students
of Miss B rain ard —8:00 p. m.
(at the conservatory).
May 3—Piano Recital, pupils of
Piano Technician for Lawrence College
Mrs. B oettcher (at the con
and Conservatory these 20 years.
servatory).

PHOENIX

ßcrtrlrec!
crsi&s

J. G. Mohr— Piano Tuner

K nee-L engths

FOR YOUR OLD
dbll TEXTBOOKS Mòli
T-uro your old textbooks into ready
money or exchange (hem for current
books or translations. Write, stating I
title, author and copyright dace of |
the books you want to seM.

The Zavelle Company
1330 West Montgomery Avenue

Philadelphia. Pa

for com fort!

FOR GOOD EATING
in Pleasant Surroundings

• Lasten tops hold up these new
Bobhed Hosies by Phoenix. They're so
comfortable! And smart, too—in fine
Phoenix chiffon. Ask for Bobbed Hosies,
in the new Phoenix Racing Colors.
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MacDowell (-horus
To Present First
Concert, April 30

In C oncert

LAWRENT1AN

Development of Give Us More
Unique Trends in Tennis Courts!
Education Shown

Helen Ornstein to lie (¿uest
Artist on Chapel
Program

Bennington College De
part» From All Exist
ing Procedure

Students of Lawrence College
and residents of Appleton will be
afforded an unusual treat when,
on the evening of April 30, the new
Appleton MacDowell Chorus will
present its first annual concert at
the Memorial Chapel. On the same
program will appear as guest ar
tist, Miss Helen Ornstein, a former
Appleton girl, who is at present
one of the youngest great stars of
the Chicago Grand Opera Com
pany.
This newly founded organization
consists of approximately fifty
male voices among whose number
are some of the leading business
and professional men of this city,
also several Lawrence students.
This group of men, chose as their
leader, Mr Albert Glockzin, su
pervisor of vocal music in the Ap
pleton public schools and associate
professor of High School Methods
at the Conservatory. Mr. Glockzin
came to this school a few years ago
with the reputation of an outstand
ing choral director and organizer of
men’s choruses. Mr. Glockzin or
ganized the Stillman-Kelley Male
Chorus of Connersville, Ind., and
for a number of years directed the
Pontiac Male Chorus. The activi
ties of this chorus are being spon
sored by associate members num
bering over 1,000 persons.
Studied Abroad
The guest artist, Miss Ornstein,
whose home is Appleton, won
first place in the Chicago Civic
Opera scholarship contest a few
years ago This gave her two years
of study abroad. She has appeared
in the Milan opera, also in concerts
in Italy, France, Switzerland, and
Venice. After a successful season
with the Chicago Grand Opera
Company at Chicago last fall she
had several engagements in the
E ast
also appeared in opera
awiTTour fhmn#h the south.
Isaac Van Groove, who will ac
company Miss Ornstein for her ap
pearance, is musical director and
chief conductor of the Chicago
Grand Opera Company. After her
appearance here. Miss Ornstein
will leave for an engagement in
New York.
Program
I.
Prayer of Thanksgiving Kremser
Hymn to the Pilgrims MacDowell
Thy Reaming Eyes
MacDowell
The Spirit Flower Campbell-TiDten

Every cloud has its silver lining.
The only consoling features of
these dark depression years is the
appearance here and there of a
heartening light beam pushing
through an unwilling rift in the
storm clouds. Such phenomena
take the form of unique construc
tive ideas, intended for the re
trenchment or improvement of the
flaws which the humiliating dis
integration of our economic order
has revealed. The present reforms
and innovations are the crystalli
zation of protests—too weak to be
of material influence during the
indolence of prosperity—but re
ceiving the needed stimulus from
the lurid revealing powers of de
pression.
Of special interest to collegiate
circles are the development of
unique educational trends in the
face of such exigencies. Perhaps
no one departure from existing
procedure has excited as much
comment in the last two years as
that adopted by Bennington Col
lege for girls of Bennington Ver
mont. A summary of the innova
tion is given herewith, it being
considered newsworthy to a lib
eral arts student.
The admission procedure differs
in important respects from the cus
tomary requirements. The student
entering Bennington need not pre
pare himself in a group of speci
fied subjects—nor will her prepa
ration be interpreted on the basis
of units successfully passed in ex
amination. No one will be refused
admission who has shown consistant inability to grasp a certain
field, e.g. mathematics, if she has
shown unusual capacity in another.
Creditable completion of a second
ary school course is the minimum
requirement.
Reacting against the tendencies
of education to promote the "ivory
tower" attitude, Bennington ac
cording to its own statement, “es
capes from the complacence of
cloistered values to a wholehearted
participation in the economic, po
litical, and social life of our time.”
Their purpose is accentuated by
the realization of the intense in
dustrialization of our era, with an
ever-increasing proportion of lei
sure time for the individual.
If a student acquires sufficient
interest and expert ability in one
of the fine arts studied at college,
after graduation individual pleas
ure and social contribution will
coincide in the voluntary choice to
continue them. The implied accu-

n.

Habanera (From Carmen)
Bizet
Connais-Tu Le Pays (From
Mignon)
Thomas
Seguedilla 'From Carmen) Bizet
Miss Ornstein
(Isaac Van Grove at the piano)
III.
Land Sighting
Grieg
Lullaby
Brahms
Pilgrim's Chorus iFrom
Tannhauser)
Wagner
IV.
Oh. Could I But Express in
Song
Malashkin
The Snowdrop
Gretchaninoff
Ah. Love But a Day
Beach
Oh. Dear! What Can the
Matter Be?
Bax
Birthday Song
MacFadycn
Miss Ornstein
(Isaac Van Grove at the piano)
V.
Sweet and Low
Barnby
Hunting Song
Kun
Music When Soft Voices
Die
Dickinson
My Little Banjo
Dichmont
Two Chanteys arr., Bartholomew
(a) Eight Bells
(b> Away to Rio
Lift Thine Eyes
Logan
Francis Proctor, graduate of
Lawrence Conservatory will ac
company the male chorus.
--------------------- S-

HELEN ORNSTEIN

Water Colors in
Library Display
Ten Outstanding American
Artists Contribute To
ward» Collection
An exhibit of water colors
by ten outstanding representative
American artists of the late nine
teenth and the twentieth centuries
is now on exhibition in the college
library. This display, which illus
trates a wide variety of subjects
and styles in water color painting,
was loaned by the Fogg Museum,
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
Among the artists represented by
this collection is Charles Burch
field, who is often termed “the
American recorder of the Ameri
can scene.’’ As this implies, he is
especially noted for his painting of
purely American subjects. The
picture of his which is on display
is "Early Example 1 19161 Land
scape.” Marion Monks Chase, an
artist who has begun producing
only within the last few years, is
represented in the collection by her
picture, “Monhegan Harbor.”
The picture “Fruit and Sunflow
ers" by Charles Demuth is also on
display. This painter is primarily
a twentieth century artist. He is
unconventional, yet expresses great
ideas undominated by modern in
dustrial architecture and machines.
Preston Dickinson, another con
temporary artist, is represented in
this collection by a "Still Life”
(1927). He is especially noted for
his still life pictures and his land
scapes and for his talent in organi
zation. color, and technique.
Two pictures, “Under the Coco
Palm” and “Key West” are the
works of the late Winslow Homer.
Homer is essentially original and
American as distinguished from the
European influence. He is pre
eminently a painter of the ocean
and of people in their proper set
tings. He portrays nature as he
sees it without dependence upon
the works of other painters. "From
a Steamer Deck” by Charles Hopkinson is another picture of the
collection.
Edward
Hopper's "Manhattan
Bridge” may also be seen at the
library. Hopper is very AngloSaxon and quite Puritanical in his
tendencies. He paints with ex
trem e simplicity of detail, thus
producing a majesty of appearance.
"The Sketch for the Ames Me
morial Window" by the late John
LaFarge is one of the collection.
LaFarge reached great distinction
as a colorist and a decorator. He
has at times been accused of in
accuracy in technic, but this fault
is, withou* question, greatly over
shadowed by his portrayal of the
full significance of his subject

Doctor Haney Speak*
To Historical Soeiety
“The First Coming of the En
glish Speaking Peoples into the
Fox River Valley" was the subject
of a talk given by Professor Raney
before the Winnebago Historical
Society April 9. in the Sawyer Mu
seum at Oshkosh.
Doctor Raney compared the en
trance of the French speaking peo
ples with the entrance of the En
glish speaking peoples. He also
explained the policy of the Fed
eral Government in buying land
mid making surveys in the antici
pation of the founding of large ci
ties attracted by the water power
©f the Fox River Valley Region

fa c ia l a n d
B e a u ty
0
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Tennis courts! Tennis Courts!
TENNIS COURTS! More of them
and better ones, that's what the
Lawrence campus needs. At least
ten more would be a help, but not
at all too many. Mobs await chanc
es to play on the few available
courts now ready for use, and four
courts are not enough!
The ones on the other side of
the river are too windy, and of the
wrong composition.
Something
should be done about that, too. But
at least, there should be separate
varsity courts, and some more for
the college students.
We suggest, brilliantly we think,
that the situation of the ex-Pryde
home be utilized for the purpose
of constructing at least two more
courts. We hear it is being offered
for athletic use, and why not for
tennis courts?
Let’s have some action.

sation is that the grades, rewards
and prizes, the artificial stimula
tion of experimentation, or unholy
fear of the instructor are the pri
mary incentives for study under
the present order. Deprived of
such inspiration upon leaving
school, the erstwhile lapses into ig
norant lethargy. The aim is to form
habits of search while in school
which will carry on in life, so that
a student will “work under his own
steam."
i
The college pays particular at
tention to individual difference and
talent. The student is allowed to
do just that work which he de
sires, and is under no compulsion
to complete a single course. A wide
variety of branching subjects in
each course are open to the am 
bitious student’s pursuance, selfdependent except for the delicate
guidance of the instructor. The
development of self-dependence
and of worth-while adult choices
are appropriate preparation for a
future in a world of increased leis
ure and intense competition.
A coed at Ohio State University
(Columbus) recently sent a picture
of her aunt to Ballyhoo magazine.
And — it was accepted and pub
lished.

Phi Kappa Tau announces the
initiation of Carl Langlois, John
Tesovnik, and Gervaise Parker
A smoker will be held for all
Phi Tau actives, pledges, and alum
ni next Thursday evening.
• * «
Beta Sigma Phi was host to the
participants in the inter-fraternity
bridge tournament, held last Wed
nesday evening.
* * #
Phi Delta Theta announces the
election of Robert A rthur as sec
retary of the chapter.
Rodney Kox, Lawrence J. Lyons,
and Gus Van Nostrand, former
Theta Phis, were initiated into Phi
Delta Theta last Sunday afternoon.
Another alumni initiation will be
held tomorrow.
* • ♦
The Zetas had a supper down
river last Thursday night. From
hearsay evidently they enjoyed the
moon, too.
* • *
So Dottie Cramton got a frater
nity pin and his name is Jim
Kurth! It's a Theta Chi pin and
he's from Madison. What more is
there to know except that the K.
D.’s are waiting for a five-pounds.
Bernice Glass, ex-36, sent her
five pounds to the Kappa Deltas
last week. The K. D.'s seem to be
hauling in the chocolates.
• • •
At the recent Alpha Chi elec
tion, the following new officers
were elected: President, Dorothy
Mitchell: vice president. Ruth
Weinkauf; secretary, Hazel Ris*
seuw; and treasurer, Violet Rusch.

VAUDEVILLE TRYOUTS
All who are interested in try
ing out acts for the student
vaudeville which is to be pre
sented Lawrence Day are re
quested to report to the Little
Theatre, four o’clock this after
noon. OUie Williams, Phyllis
Van Vulpen, and Sylvia Dubsky will be in charge of the try 
outs.

SEE US FOR COMPLETE

EVE SERVICE
For Appointment Phone 2415
W I L L I A M G . KELLER; O , D ,
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST
121 W. College Ave., 2nd Floor
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This is a chance for all you
Lawrentians to demonstrate
your hidden talents.
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Scientific Facial
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Scalp treatm ent
M anicuring
Evening make-up
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Lawrence Trackmen to Journey to Carroll
Phi Delta Theta
Captures First
Place in Meet

DOW N TH E HOME STRETC H

Monday afternoon has been nam 
ed as the date for the annual In
terfraternity Golf Meet. The meet
this year will be held at the Butte
des Morts Golf club and will be
run off at the same time as the All
college golf championships.
Last year the Betas won the golf
title, and this year again they will
be strong contenders. Heideman
and Parks or Putnam will compose
the team.
The All-college golf champion
ship will be defended by Rudy
Vogt of Appleton, and from all in
dications it will be Vogt against
the field.

D elta Tau Delta Second
And Sig Eps Take
T h i r d
Phi Delta Theta had little diffi
culty in capturing first place in
the interfraternity track meet held
Jast Saturday at Whiting Field.
They scored a total of 73 7-10 points
while Delta Tau Delta was second
w ith 42 2-3 points. Sigma Phi Ep
silon scored 38 points for third
place.
As a result of their victory in
track Phi Delt Theta moves into
th ird place forcing the Sig Eps
down into fourth place. Delta Tau
Delta remain in first place follow
ed by the Betas.
The events of the meet and the
w inners are as follows:
75 yard dash—Purdv. PDT; Felts,
SPE; Novakofski, PDT; Volkert,
PDT; Guth, DTD—:08.2.
300 yard run—Gerlach, PDT;
Bridges, PDT; Vande Walle, PKT;
Jones, DTD; Terrill, PKT—:34.4.
660 yard run — Grode, PDT;
Bridges. PDT; Mulkey, DTD; Shel
don, SPE; Aiken, BSP—1:30.4.
120 yard low hurdles—Leete,
SPE: Purdy, PDT; Hammond, PDT;
R. Collar, BSP; T. Leech, DTD—
:14.3.
1J mile run—Westberg, PDT;
Sheldon, SPE; Moersch, DST;
Leech, DTD.
440 yard relay—Phi Delta Theta;
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Delta Tau Del
ta: Beta Sigma Phi.
Broad jum p — Schier, DTD;
Vande Walle, PKT; Felts, SPE;
Gmeiner, PDT- Falker, PDT—20
feet 6 inches.
High jump—Leete, SPE; R. Col
lar. BSP; E. Fritz. SPE, E. Solie,
SPE, J. Rosebush, SPE, D. Ham
mond, PDT, and C. Burton, DTD,
tied for third—5 feet 10 inches.
Pole vault—Osen, DTD; Gmein
er, PDT, and E. Solie, SPE, tied
for second; Hoover, PDT; Lyons,
BSP, and McKahn, PTD, tied for
fifth—10 feet 6 inches.
Javelin—T. Leech, DTD; Terrill,
PKT; A rthur, PDT; Gmeiner, PDT;
Leete, SPE—141 feet 9 inches.
Shot put—Bridges, PDT; Schier,
DTD; R. Collar, BSP: Arthur.
PDT; Vande Walle, PKT—37 feet
6 inches.
Discus—Schier, DTD; E. Fritz,
SPE; Arthur, PDT; Mueller, DTD;
V olkert—PDT—107 feet 10 inches.
FINAL STANDINGS OF IN
TERFRATERNITY
TRACKMEET
Phi Delta Theta
73 7-10
Delta Tau Delta
42 2-3
Sigma Phi Epsilon
38
Bets Sigma Phi
IS
Phi Kappa Tau
13
Delta Sigma Tau
3
SUPREMACY C l’P
STANDINGS
Delta Tau Delta
1480
Beta Sigma Phi
1210
Phi Delta Theta
1120
Sigma Phi Epsilon
1100
Phi Kappa Tau
600
Delta Sigma Tau
300
Psi Chi Omeya
60

Bow ling Winners to he
Determined Tomorrow
Crash, bang, bump! An ava
lanche? No, just the intersorority
bowling tournam ent held Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of this week. The win
ners will be determined tomorrow
in the order of the scores. On Tues
day the Alpha Delta Pi’s were de
feated by the Independents and
Wednesday the Kappa Alpha Thetas won over the Phi Mu's. On
Thursday the Kappa Delts were
paired with the Delta Gammas, and
today the Zetas and Alpha Chi's
will try their hands at strikes and
spares. The five winners will try
their luck again on Saturday and
th e highest scorer will win first
place. Pin boys, beware!
NUMERAL CLUB ELECTION
At a recent meeting of the Num
eral Club officers who will serve
during the school year 1935-36 were
elected.
The officers-elect are:
president, Betty Morse; vice presi
dent, Ellen Voigts; secretary, Mary
Thomson; and treasurer, Ruth
Schuette. The election was pre
ceded by a supper, and an evening
of swimming followed.

Interfraternity G olf
Meet Monday Afternoon

Mixed Tennis by
Greeks to Begin
GERLACH HELPING THE PHI DELTS WIN

Sport Shorts
Interfraternity
track
brought
forth a wealth of surprise material
especially among the frosh. Ger
lach in the 300 yard run pulled a
surprise by easily winning over
Bridges . . . Marty was again the
victim when his teammate. Grode,
left him behind in the 660 yard
run.
.
Trackmen are made not born.
. . . Unless you have the done the
sort of thing before, don't put on
track shoes and run as fast as you
can right away. . . . Carroll Col
lege has a rule that forces con
testants in the intram ural track
meet to work out at least four
times before the meet in order for
them to be eligible for competi
tion.
The scrimmage between the HasBeens and the Hopefuls has been
called off. Coach Clapp in confer
ence with Dr. Landis figure that
the Has-Beens have gone so long
without training that they will not
be in condition, a fact that will
probably lead to injuries that
might be serious. . . . A scrim
mage last Wednesday among the
squad members took the place of
this originally planned scrim
mage.
Scene about town . . . "Jake”
Zussman of 1924 fame on the bas
ketball and football teams. He is
now in charge of athletics among
some of the younger generation in
Milwaukee.
Johnny Jones and Charlie Pfeif
er are up in the air because the
school will not buy any birds for
the badminton game. . . . Those
lads seen in and about on roller
skates last week in an effort to go
athletic included a bunch of frosh
lads who perhaps because of their
tender age may be excused. Never
theless, to keep up with our prom
ise we print their names in high
hopes that we did not miss any
one. The culprits: Hoover. Heileman, Triggs, Graham, Winchell,
Volkert, Ed Solie, and Forrest;
SWISH GALS! HERE WE COME
The entrance of John Vogel in
the Drake Relays ougM to give
Lawrence a chance to enter one of
their coeds in the contest for queen
. . . This department has a choice

Varsity Squad to
Meet Senior Team
“Has
Been*"’ Reported
H olding Odds in
Battle
According to optimistic reports,
the future football greats of Law
rence College are due for a serious
defeat this afternoon. The Has
Beens or senior football men have
been ably coached by Bill Schroeder and Mr. Butterfield, and they
have retained that state-champion
look.
In a recent scrimmage game, the
squad was divided into two groups
and the final score was knotted at
6 all. Irv Sloane intercepted a
fumble and ran 25 yards to score for
the whites, while the blue team
scored on a long pass to Vande
Walle.
Game Played Well
Some of the members of the
squad played good ball, consider
ing the spring fever. Don McDon
ald, Clem Schmiege. Chuck Ger
lach, and Coller did some hard
tackling for the whites and Vande
Walle. Walker, and Burnside look
ed good on the defensive for the
blues.
In the white backfield, Felts,
Willott, and Fisher did some nice
blocking and ball-carrying; in the
blue backfield, Guth, Westberg,
Kastetter, and Walker were the
mainstays on offense.
The Has Beens will build their
attack around the playing of Wal
ters, Leech, Hartwig, and Traas in
the backfield, with Vogel, Kramer.
Roeger, Reetz, and Schmidt open
ing up holes on offense.
Mr. Clapp has announced that
the game will be played under any
kind of weather, rain, snow, hail,
or fire. He has also threatened to
don a football uniform if the going
is too rough for the varisty team
(Ed. Note—He played a whale of
a game in last Friday night’s
scrimmage.)
ready . . . But no, the winner Is
a pretty miss from Fresno State out
in California.

BETTER HEATING
& PLUMBING
W . S. P a tte r s o n
C om pany
213 E. Collage Ave.

Appleton, Wis.

Fraternities, Sororities anti
Independents in
Tourney
Wednesday, May 1, will see the
first round of the Fraternity-Sorority mixed doubles tennis match
es played. The teams will be com
posed of one player from each fra
ternity teaming with a player from
a sorority. The Independents also
will enter a team.
The pairings for the first round
are as follows:
Phi Tau-Delta Gamma vs. Inde
pendents.
Delta Sig-Phi Mu vs. Psi ChiAlpha Chi Omega.
Phi Delts-Kappa Delt vs. BetasA. D Pi's.
D. T. D.-Zeta vs. Sig Ep-Theta.
The winners of Wednesday's
matches will play the second round
matches on May 6; the losers will
play the first consolation matches
the same day.
On May 8 the winners in the
championship bracket of May 6
will play for the title, and the win
ners in the consolation bracket will
play for consolation title.
All members of the varsity track
and tennis teams will be ineligible
for competition in this mixed ten
nis meet. The time of the matches
are to be arranged by the respec
tive players, but they must be
played on the date scheduled. No
exceptions to this rule are to be
allowed.

Viking Trackmen
Open Season With
Carroll Tomorrow
Slim Hopes for Reduced
Team* Vogel Sent to
Drake Relays
Tomorrow will see the 1935 Lawrcnce track season begin in earnest
when the Viking trackmen journey
to Carroll to take on the Pioneer*
in a dual meet.
The Vikes have little hope of
even making a fair showing with
a team of four regulars reduced to
three when it was decided to send
Vogel to the Drake Relays, the
chances indeed appear slim. The
three men who should win points
for the Blue and White will be
Wilder, who will run the 100 and
200 yard dashes; Hecker, who will
run the 880 and the mile race; and
Osen who will be entered in the
pole vault.
Other Lawrence men who will
be entered but whose ability as yet
has not been proven will be Schier
in the weights and the broad jump;
Roberts and Bob Coller in the hur
dles; Shibley in the quarter mile,
and Tom Leech in the hurdles and
the javelin. Bob Coller, no doubt,
will be entered in the high Jump,
and should count a point or two in
that event.
Carroll on the other hand has
quite a few veterans returning
Turner is the most outstanding of
the candidates and will be entered
in the dashes, the hurdles, and in
the broad jump. Podolske and
Gimla are promising dash men and
will also be entered in the hurdles.
The longer races will see Quad*
and Zeigler running the half; and
l>epley and Cordes in the mile and
two mile events.
Carroll will also be strong in the
field events. Two sophomores,
Barnes and Jaggard will compete
in the high jump, and both have
topped six feet Nickel and Podol
ske will do the vaulting for the
pioneers.
Jacobson, Knoblauch,
and Knutson will be in the weight*:
and, while not so strong In the
javelin, the Carroll boys will be
represented by Freddy Barnes.

REMEMBER ■■■■•
Our Fresh Strawberry
Sundaes a r e always
a Special Treat
Get acquainted with our fountain service.

SNIDER’
S
“ Once and A lw ays’’

Save $1.55
at Schlafers
$6.50 Value
ELLSWORTH VINES
LES STOEFEN
GEORGE LOTT

TENNIS RACKETS $4.95
Unusual values. New 1935 models. A
type for fast playing and one that will
"stand up.” See them!

CONSIDER THE SOURCE

Others $ 1 .4 9 up

of your ice supply!
Use Pure, Clear, Sparkling

RUBBER HEAD COVERS FR EE
w ith each Tennis R acket!
Tennis Presses
Nets $ 2 .9 5
6 9 c, 8 9c
to $ 5 .9 5

MANUFACTURED ICE

L U T Z

I C E CO.
Phone 2

Schlafer S J %

Wilson
or
Wright Ditson

Tennis
Balls
Special

39c
3 for $1.15
45c value. H er
metically seal
ed container.
Championship
type.
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Many Upsets Promised in Track Teams Hold
Annual Softball Tourney Big Four Records
i Editor’s note: This is the first
or two article» presen tin« pre-Kea
ton dope of the fraternity softball
team«.)
Sigm a P hi Kpsiloti

l.ast year's champion Si* Eps
find themselves in a rather dis
tressing condition this year. Be
hind the brilliant pitching of Kerby Tink, the Sig Ep team was able
to capture two consecutive cham
pion, hips but this year they find
themselves without a pitcher cap
able of winning as many games as
’link did. Another valuable man
lust to the team because of gradu
ation is Wiese who was one of the
most dangerous batters in the
league last year. He and Tink
niade up the battery that swept
through the season without a de
feat Eberhardy will probably be
on the mound for the Sig Eps this
year but it is doubtful whether he
has enough experience in pitching
to be able to pitch every game
Withont relief.
Ward Rosebush, Weston Jones.
Don Quade, and Fred Olson will
also be missed this year by the
champions. However, in Gram.
Bigelow, and Morrison, the Sig Eps
have three all round good men.
These men can adapt themselves
to either infield or outfield posi
tions with equal ease and are all
dant.t rous batters.
Dick Rosebush and A1 Ingraham
are being groomed for the catch
er's position and although both of
them are lacking in experience and
hitting ability, time alone will tell
whether they will be able to fill
Wiese's shoes.
Fritz, G u e n t h e r , N e w m a n .
Schwartz, and Wiggenhorn all saw
service last year and will undoubt
edly appear In this year's line up.
Science Cleh
Last year Fritz was one of the out
At the last meeting of the Science
standing outfielders in the league, Club
next Thursday evening. May
pei forming well both in the field
in the chemistry lecture room Dr.
and at bat. Guenther and Wiggen- 2.
H. Griffiths will give a different
horn also showed well last year J.
angle of the insanity problem
and are bound to repeat this sea which Mr. Davis liscussed at a
son. Newman and Schwartz, al
meeting. Dr. Griffith’s
though, not outstanding in last previous
year's play are bound to see action subject being "The Psychology of
Insanity." Everyone who is inter
this year.
From all indications the fresh ested may attend.
• • •
man group should raise the sagging
The last meeting of Phi Sigma
hopes of the Sig Eps. Felts, G ra
ham Isely, Forman, White, and Iota was held Wednesday evening
Mason should develop with a lit at Hamar House. John Doerfler
tle experience and should fit in read a paper in which he discussed
the various phases ot the life of
well with the rest of the team.
Sand, the famous French
Looking at the team as a whole, George
the loss of Tink will be greatly felt authoress.
• • •
this year and there is little hope
of the Sig Eps retaining their | Fireside Fellowship will have an 
other outdoor meeting and supper
championship.
this Sunday afternoon and eve
Phi Tan Chance« Good
The Phi Taus. losing only four ning.
men by graduation or failure to re 
turn to school are in a better po the group of freshmen which are
sition then they've been in for eligible to play this semester.
quite some time. Little. Edge.
Hammond and Sloan shared
Stowe, and Zoerb will not appear pitching honors last year and will
in the line-ups this year but their do likewise this year. Hammond,
absence will not be keenly felt. although a better pitcher than
The Phi Taus place most of their Sloan, will probably see less action
hopes on their new men but never on the mound than he merits be
theless their best material from last cause he is very valuable in the
>ear is back.
field. Indications show that HeckA catcher will have to be found er, last year's catcher, will give
to replace Stowe but indications way to George Walters this year.
show that Kastetter should develop
Ashman. Gmeiner, Eberlein, and
well Reineck is another catcher Volkert are with the team again
who will probably see some action I this year and should continue their
during the year. The old problem ! brilliant play in the infield. Ash
of pitchers is still a difficult one man, handicapped last year by ill.
for the Phi Taus to solve. Candlish ■ness just after the season opened.
will be back this year and should >aw little n^'iion but this year he
show improvement but another is expected to .‘ how well. Volkert
good pitcher is needed. Mohr may . is an outstanding first baseman
do some of the pitching if ho can and a danger.iii man at the plate.
lim b e r1 up his arm but that is
In the outfield Meyer and
som ething w hich cannot be pre Schriber remain from last year's
dicted. One good pitcher would be team and arc both good infielders.
very welcome to the Phi T:iu te;im The addition of Bridges. Arthur,
this year.
Cramer. Hoover. Purdy. Haack.
The team Is blessed this year by Novakofski, and Westberg will
* goodly num ber of infieldrrs and bolster the team up considerably.
competition w ill be tough for in  \ Indications show that the Phi Delts
field p o s i t i o n s .
Krell, Miss. are not lacking in material and
Thompson, Kroos, and Schilling have plenty of men with at least
are left from last year's squad and one year’s experience which should
with the addition of VandeWallc. help them a great deal. On ptiper
M ain/.
Ingenthron,
Fritz.
and the team looks good, but what they
Cheesoman.
a
snappy
infield j do on the field is another probshould be formed.
; loiri. However, they should finish
In th e outfield, Olson. Saam. and :i; iong the first three unless there
Parker were regulars last year and is n repetition of upsets like there
arc also back for this year's play. ; were last year.
Solic and Langlois show a great
deal of promise and will undoubt
edly see action this year.
Phi Delts Improved
The Phi Delt team looks better
This Ad and 10c
row th.yi It did a year ago. This
year only two men are missing
Entitles You to a
from the regular team and their
place; will be more than filled by

HOT SW ISS MILK

TELEPHONE 979

A. CARSTENSEN
Manufacturing Furrier
Remodeling
Repairing
112 S. Morrison Street
Appleton. U’is.

SUNDAE
Karl Pack Dairy Store

Beta Sigma Phis
Win Bridge Meet

C oach

Ilyde ’2 9 , Sets Record in
100, 2 2 0 , and 2 2 0
Low Hurdle»

Sig

Lawrence College track teams
hold five records in the state Big
Four Conference. Back in ’28-’29
Doug Hyde set records in the 100
yard dash, 220 yard dash, and 220
low hurdles which remain un
broken today. Hyde ran the 100 in
10 flat, but in a number of meets
previous to the one in which he
set the official record he had per
formed a better mark than this.
All records to be official must be
made in the state Big Four meet.
Other state records show that in
the 120 high hurdles Lomas of Car
roll made the fastest time, 16.X. 220
low hurlles record held by Doug
Hyde of Lawrence, time 25.2. The
record for the mile is held by Menning of Lawrence: time 4:33. Fall
of Ripon established a Big Four
record in 1930 for the 440, doing it
in 51.8. The record for the half
mile is held by Huddleson of Car
roll at 2.02. Schley or Carroll ran
the two mile race in 10:07 setting
a conference record. In the shot
put. Hulka of Ripon has the winning toss at 41 feet 4 inches.
Other Kecords
The pole vault record was estab*
lished by Mongaa of Ripon in 1930.
His highest Jump was 11 feet H i
inches. The only Beloit man to
hold a conference record if Kuick
who holds the discuss toss at 126
feet 14 inches. Pope of Lawrence
was the best man in the broad
jump and established a record in
1928 of 21 feet 11 inches. 179 feet
on the head is the record held by
Rasmus&en of Carroll for the jave
lin throw. Anlebeke of Carroll
holds a record in the high jum p of
3 feet 10) inches. The Lawrence
half mile relay team of 1929—con
sisting of Don and Doug Hyde,
Brussot. and Ellis — made remarkable time in capturing a record.
Time: 1:31.
Some of the most notable of
IJiwrence College records made in
different meets show some unusual
speed. In 1895, Merrill ran the 100
yard dash in 9.8 which today means
first place in moqt meets, provid
ing some of ebony skinned w hirl
winds such as Owens, or War are
not competing.
Bill Foote holds two college rec
ords, one in the high jum p which
he established last year—5 feet 111
inches, the other in the pole vault
—11 feet • inches, made the previ
ous year.
Vogel Breaks a Record
In the discuss even John Vogel
hurled the disc 137 feet 74 inches in
1933, the state record being only
126 feet 11 inches.
Ellis broad jumped 22 feet 2
inches for the Vikes in '29, almost a
foot better than the Big Four rec
ord
Hipke in 1926 set a college rec
ord for the shot of 41 feet 4j inches
which is again more than a foot
better than the state record.
Doug Hyde bettered his own rec
ord for the 220 low hurdles by 6
seconds by running it in 24.6 in
1928.
The only other Blue and White
thin clad man to better the confer
ence record is Vehbein. who in
1924 ran the half mile in 2.01—onetcnth second laster than the con
ference best.
All In all Lawrence track teams
have not been lacking of their fa
mous men. The two Hydes, Menning, Foote. Vehbein, Pope. Ellis.
Brussort, and Hipke are names that
the college fans will long remem
ber. They were all record setters,
continually striving to better previ
ous records.

Last Wednesday Beta Sigma Phi
captured the Interfraternity Bridge
Tournament handily by scoring 12
match points out of a possible 18.
The Sig Eps were second with 10
match points, and the Phi Delts
and the Phi Taus tied for third
with 8} points. A second Beta team
entered to take the place of one
fraternity that did not enter a team
tied the Sig Eps for second.
This year’s tournam ent was the
first at which contract bridge was
played, and a duplicate bridge sys
tem was used in which all player 9
play the same hands eliminating
the chance of advantages due to
the holding of exceptional cards.
M ark Catlin supervised the tourna
ment.
The scores follow:
Beta Sigma Phi 12 match points,
Parks and Schmidt and Herbert
Coller and Bob Coller,
Sig Eps 10 match points, Elston
and
Sheldon.
Eberhardy
and
Young.
Beta Seconds 10 match points.
Shannon and Triggs and Fox,
Hyde, and Debaufer.
Phi Delt 8) match points, Ash
man and Raprager and Hammond
and Kenyon.
Phi Tau 86 match points, Krell
and Mess and Kroos and Parker.
Delta Tau Delta 7 match points,
Watkins and McKahn and Durbrow and Roeber.
Delta Sigma Tau 7 match points,
Nolan and Thompson and Chas.
Herzog and Ray Herzog.
For their w ork at the bridge ta
ble, the Betas win for this year a
handsome loving cup, emblematic
of the bridge championship.

New York University students
have a new cribbing method. They
write notes oil spectacles in grape
fruit juice which become visible
when the spectacles are breathed
upon.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

■

COACH C U rriN G E K AND
CRITIC WIGGENHORN

Geologists Take
Field Trip Again
Students of natural science re
joice that the field trip season has
again rolled around. The class in
Geology of Wisconsin took a trip to
Readficld Thursday under the di
rection of Miss Jeanette Jones. Most
of the time was concentrated in the
study of the contact of the lower
magnesium limestone and potsdam sandstone. Glacial geology
along the lakes was studied on the
route.
Next Thursday the Freshman
class in Geology will undertake the
annual trip to Green Bay. It will
be an all day trip beginning at 10
a. in. The students will return at
about 8 p. m. Mr. Delo and Mis6
Jones will divide the responsibil
ity of supervising.
ATTEND CONVENTION
Phi Sigma Iota, national honor
ary romance language fraternity, is
holding its biennial convention on
May 10 and 11 at Illinois Wesleyan
in Bloomington, Illinois.
Dr. Baker will represent the
Lawrence Phi Sigma Iota chapter
at this convention. O ther elected
delegates are Anita Cast. Doris Ev
erson, Maurice Roche, and James
Witherell. It has not been decided
which or whether all of these dele
gates will be sent.

Initiation Banquet
Of Phi Beta Kappa
To be Held Tonight
The annual formal initiation ban
quet of Phi Beta Kappa will be
held tonight at Hotel Northern.
Robert Williams, M argaret Moore.
Dorthea Wolfe, David Owen, and
John Lemke will be Initiated be
fore the banquet.
Mr. George Works of the Univer
sity of Chicago will be the guest
speaker. German universities at
the present tim e will be the sub
ject of his discussion.
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What Is Having
A G o o d Time?
"Have a good time!” That is the
W. K. collegiate phrase which
makes me wonder—It is chorused
in the dorm the last thing as you
leave for your date, and when you
retu rn “Did you have a good time?”
is the first thing that hits you as
you enter the door.
It’s said so much that I can't help
wondering what it means. Just
w hat does it mean? I’ve experienc
ed enough mornings after and eve
nings before to think fun isn’t so
important after all. By now we are
supposed to be fairly grown up,
and fun is one of the lesser satel
lites in a grown-up world.
Too much fun, or the striving for
it, anesthetizes the thinking process.
There isn’t time to think and be
sides, it’s so much easier not to do
it. And, of course, making life as
easy as possible is the object.
A friend of mine, charming, but a
little dumb, is wont to say, ‘•‘Ya
can’t beat fun!”
I don’t argue. I just wonder.
There is something Peter-Pannish
about such people. There is a naive
charm but you can’t help feeling
that you m ust grow up quickly to
take care of them—like Wendy—or
at least acquirer that ’’sweet, mock
ing smile” of her mother’s to laugh
• t life.
Peter could say gaily enough “Oh,
w hat an awfully big adventure to
die”—but even that would have
been just “fun” to him. It was all
a game. But what an awfully big
adventure to live is more than
that. Merely “having a good time"
skids too near the blocks and kiddycar
Life Begins. . . .

So T hey Say
Instead of “Miser, can you spare
a dime?" these days we are all say
ing with deep feeling, as the lights
flash oft and on, "Oh, lady, can you
spare some time!” Hours, hours,
hours, — minutes to go, but hours
to make it up. Whoever had the
brilliant idea of penalizing penitent
coeds to 6 o’clock hours, or 9
o’clocks for a few delinquent min
utes ought to be tied in boy scout
knots and surrounded by alarm
clocks spaced at intervals of 5 min
utes, and well wound up.
Penalty hours, in case you are not
fam iliar with the tprm, arc a deli
cate form of torment devised for
dorm, temporal morality. In other
words, if you are late you are dock
ed liberty hours. Five minutes late,
and 9 o’clocks leer at the poor girl
from behind a lamp post; fifteen
minutes late, and she might just as
well climb in a window, for 6
o'clocks are hers for four days; and
a.s for an hour late—well, better
take a town night and fling your
watch in the river.
Sometimes we wonder if we are
grown-up or just conveniently sup
posed to be at moments when it is
convenient to have to take that re
sponsibility. After all. . . .
And that sprint from campus to
Sage as the lights are flickering is
better than any hundred yard dash
In nothing flat! The corner really
should be banked.
What was that we heard rum our
ed about the Ormsby councillors
who rose majestically in house
meeting session to protest against
the laxity in the penalizing of late
arrivals and then the next night a r
rived ten minutes late and were
given six o'clocks!
That’s life. But we still protest.
And we protest the more because of
th e lightning change expected of
us. One moment we are genially
smiled at for being Peter-Pannish,
—"children, you know—they just
will be that way” . . . and forgiven
w ith a pat on the head, and the
next they are accusing us of Frankensteinian malevolences or urging
us to cultivate Wendy’s mother's
kiss in the corner of her mouth
which nobody could ever reach—
•'though there it was, perfectly con
spicuous in the right hand corner
. . . ” What to do . . . all there
is to do is to run to beat (he time
of Time. Or carry an alarm clock
in your hip pocket.
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have been transferred to the only
"she” and the divine “he.” We
travel arm in arm at sword point.
There is no middle ground. We
worship or we hate. And comprehensives hang above us like the
knife of the guillotine. We kick
and twitch and squirm, but we are
bound.
The inter • fraternity baseball
league gives complete sanction to
all accomplished males to curse
their brothers for missing a slow
roller down the third base line, or
for striking out with the bases load
ed. After those brotherly out
bursts, they will return arm in arm
or on different sides of the street.
Anything for relief. Anything to
ethically sink your teeth into
roomy’s neck.
Traas for May Quern
We elected May queen this
morning. They're giving ten to
one odds on Traas, seven to one on
Vogel, and even money on Ellen
Voights. As Prexy says, 'This is
a serious business, choosing beau
ty."
And what else is there, my dear?
The swings are up in the park.
The merry-go-round is oiled. The
wooden top is off the fountain.
The grass turned green over night
after a lovely cool rain that pelted
the coats off the buds. Stringy
angle-worms try to curl across the
cement walks before the rush to
eight o’clocks. There's a shiny
roof on Hamar House. And the
faculty has gone Ford convertible.
What could be more alarming!
I don't know what I shall do af
ter school lets out, Marjy. P er
haps we can run up north once
again just for a day or so. Every
thing is such a mess now that plans
mean nothing. Anything to get it
over. The price doesn't matter.
Plant a few cowslips for me in a
corner of your garden. Dampen
them well and hoe up the potatoes
in the fall.
ROBERT.
Dear Robert:
However hectic the last month of
school may seem, still it occurs to
me that you are quite jovial under
pressure — a phenomenon unusual
in itself. The stuff must be in the
air, for I feel much the same way.
True, the only pressure I’m under
is that of the tingling alarm at
5:30, and already I mechanically
roll, flip the flipper on the shim
mying contraption Hal calls a
clock, and fall asleep until 7.30.
My garden is a triumph.
I
haven’t cared two snaps whether
anything edible ever comes of it,
but I am proud of its young beauty
and of its potentialities for older
beauty. It all goes on a shape and
color basis. For instance, if it is
artistic <so far as complementary
shades of green are concerned) to
have the green of the onion en
circling the green of the lilies of
the valley, then that is the way
they are set out; providing, of
course, that the combination is still
artistic when the flowers aie no
more, oh when the onions have
gone vertical and to seed. I ex
pect to have potatoes in spite of
myself. And I expect to throw
them at you when you're down
here digging them this fall.
Autograph a Cabbage?
By the way, will you autograph
the cabbages before I send ihem to
market this year? Last year I got
Prexy to do it, and although they
went well, I think that your name
may mean more on the market
than his. You see, w e're instruct
ing the farmers to stick together
these days, and it’s my guess that
the bigger the "farmer" who
recommends my cabbages, the

LAWRENTIAN

Loehrke, Nicholas
In Chapel Program
In one of the brightest convoca
tion programs of the year Lawrentians were entertained Wednes
day by Lester Loehrke and Carl
Nicholas playing and singing, re
spectively, a group of three num
bers each. They were accompanied
at the piano by Miss Verona Pitzschler. Mr. Loehrke played Mo
zart's "Menuetto,” “Sarabande in
D Minor” by Handel, and "Doin’
Things” by Joe Venuti. Mr. Nich
olas’ program included "Loveliest
of Trees” by Peel, "My Lady Walks
in Loveliness” by Charles, and
“Yours Is My Heart Alone” by
Lehar. An enthusiastic applause
spoke the hope that these two gen
tlemen will perform on another
program soon.

That Coeds are Sweet
1« a False Illusion
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
College boys who think the
charming coeds they take out are
sweet are about to have a rude
awakening from a false illusion, for
doctors at Albany Medical College
of Union University have evolved
the following chemical formula for
the young ladies of today.
One girl is made of enough glyc
erine to furnish the bursting
charge for one naval shell, she has
enough lime to whitewash a chick
en coop and she has sufficient
gluten to make five pounds of glue.
In addition she has enough sul
phur to rid an ordinary dog of
fleas and enough chlorine to sani
tize three good size swimming
pools.
stronger they'll back them. Be
sides, even a farmer knows that a
recommendation of cabbages would
naturally mean more coming from
corned beef than mere college
president meat. However, I sup
pose that eventually it comes down
to individual taste. Those prexyupper-cutlets were always tough
for me.
If you haven't seen Helen Hayes
In "Mary of Scotland," Last Chance
Gulch is in Milwaukee next week.
Hal and I saw it in New York, and
we are agreed she has what it
takes. Of course I realize that
“some days you can’t make a
nickel,” and that “some days it
doesn't even pay to get up," but
so long as they let you sign your
name to those notes up in Ralphie’s
office, and so long as the state
I maintenance maintains, who cares
; about nickels anyhow? And the
i boys get up the day Helen comes to
I town. So pick out a good freight
train and crawl in the blinds.
MARJORY.
Chimes in Dr. Floyd A. Spencer
of New York University (New
York): “Many Phi Beta Kappas
cannot intelligently read the h it
ter magazines becaure their eduj cation has been so dey"-t?.ientalized.”
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Movie Shorts

L. W. Root Reaches
Foreign Countries
With Station W 9EHI)

Rio: It's all very well to be
During this month, Mr. L. W.
against war, to be thrilled about
Root, instructor in physics and
great Pacifist movements. Maybe
mathematics, has contacted opera
you will go to prison instead of
tors in two foreign nations with
fighting when the next slaughter
comes. But no m atter how great a his amateur broadcasting station,
hatred you hold for things mili W9EHD; the set is located in his
tary, there’s a spark hidden deep laboratory in Science Hall.
On April 17 he received a postalin most of us that comes to life
with the touch of a West Point card from Bob Everard of Standon,
match. Flying cadets and gallant, England, stating that Mr. Everard
strong, trained young men awake on April 2, at 3:48 C. S. T. had
in all of us a patriotic fervor. In picked up a message • sent by Mr.
“West Point of the A ir” the young Root over W9EHD. Standon is ap
eagles in the United States Corps proximately six thousand miles
are shown in training with Robert from Appleton.
On the same day. April 17. Mr.
Young, Wallace Beery, Lewis
Stone, Russell Hardie and Maureen Root talked for fifteen minutes, beO'Sullivan playing the leading ¡»inning at 8:30 p. m., with the
roles giving us a glimpse into their u|r|ateur operator of station LU6AP
lives. “West Point of the Air" is | of. Buonos Aires, Argentina. Buenos
at the Rio four days only starting ; Aires is about 200 miles further
tomorrow. Beery is a grizzled old ¡
Appleton than is Standon,
sergeant instructor at Randolph E,'g>and
Mr. Root says that he hopes to
Field, the great army aviation
school
The flippant, debonair communicate again sometime in
Robert Young is his son whom the near future with station LU6Ar
Beery saves by sacrificing his so that he may exchange more in
whole career when Young's nerve formation with the operator con
breaks and he commits the one un cerning the conditions and life both
here and in Argentina. He states
pardonable military sin.
Appleton: Presenting
William that these two are the first con
Powell and Ginger Rogers, two of tacts he has made with a foreign
the screen's outstanding favorites, country in some time with hi«
and telling a story replete with broadcasting station.
mystery, suspense, romance and • By Associated Collegiate Press>
comedy, "Star of Midnight” at the
Athens. Ga. — A study of student
Appleton this week-end, is a very failures at the University of Geor
entertaining and absorbing picture. gia has revealed that those who fail
Telling a strikingly different type ed their courses, in comparison
of love story, in which Miss Rogers with the remainder of the student
is the pursuer, and Powell the os body, had more absences from class
tensible wary quarry, the picture work, spent less hours in study, had
deals with a baffling mystery in more disorderly conduct, and that
modern New York’s night-life with their parents had less education
all its glitter. A beautiful woman and a large number of broken
disappears, a newspaper columnist homes.
is killed under strange circum
Student explanations of their fail
stances, and three different factions ures were: Having to take courses
undertake the solution of the case, they did not like; difficulty In
each with a separate motive. studying; inability to make proper
"Sherlock and Watson” known to I use of time; postponing school
you as William Powell and Ginger work; wastinK tim e. being , oc seIf.
Rogers take a hand in the problem ; conscious: foreign languages: lack
Why theologians throw up their
definite objectives: sciences:
hands: Answers to Queries at the lac*t
ahihty to concentrate and
nervousness.
University of Minnesota (Minne
apolis) showed that no one student
in a class of 160 had any doubts |
about the truth of evolution and
There will be a one hour
that only 20 per cent of another j frolie Friday night from 7 p. m.
large class admitted they had . to 8 p. m.
ever heard of Pontius Pilate.

A C H A M P I O N
FOR C OM FO RT

FUR
COATS
Custom made and
from stock.
Cleaning
Repairing
Remodeling
Storage

F. J. GRIST
FURRIER
231 E. College Ave.
Next to Snider's

W h ite 's R ig h t!

“Spring at
Lawrence”
means Spring
Formats
F o r These Grand Events — Look Your Best!

Go to the

BEABTE’ SALON CONSTANCE
For Satisfying Results.
SHAMPOO with FINGER W A V E ..........75c
MANICURING — 60c
106 N. Oneida St.
Phone 5523

• Champion*» the name of this shoe. It com
bines solid comfort with good looks. Cool
white leather — nothing to gripe or bind the
toes. And we’ve kept the be6t news for
last—the price is $4.
18 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
$3.50, $4.00, $5.00
Notice Our W indow Display

Heckert Shoe Co.
THE

WE

r f t a -T STORE

REBUILD

SHOES
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‘
The Ultimate Good Is Better Reached by Free Trade in Ideas’
lives to a flatterin g gleam in th e public in tellectu ality and be less open to th e
Th e La w r e n t i a n
Published every Friday during the college eye, regardless of th e existence of hon- accusation th a t it places a prem ium upon
year by the Lawrentian Board ot Control of oraries. T here is no reason w hy to a n o r the attain m en t of false goals.
Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.
m al being, the m eans should h ere become
the end, w hy self-im provem ent should be Paid and Unpaid Athlete*
^ « p rin te d tfollrgia u
n*
The evils of intercollegiate athletic
stim ulated by desire for anything but the
1 tl4
|* |)
practises have long been shouted to the
thing in itself.
Entered as second class mattei Sept 20,
May those for w hom false goals have skies. Som e schools have solved th e d i
1010. at the post office at Appleton. Wis..
become
a fetish exam ine and ev alu ate lem m a by underhanded subsidization of
undei the act ot March 3, 1879
Printed bv the Post Publishing Commany, local institutions in th e light of local con athletes; others, like Law rence, have
ditions. May they ad ju st th e ir calloused continually refused to com m ercialize a
Appleton, Wis. Subscription price *2 ;>0
m inds to th e fact th a t this is a w orld in college educational activity.
EDITORIAL 8TAFÍ
An u nusual m easure for the cure of
- Editor-in-Chief which appreciation is still extended, one
ROBERT REID - LOUIS CHERNKY Managing Editor in which th e prom otion of ideals, d irectly intercollegiate com petition was recently
ALBER'I INGRAHAM
• • Desk Editor or indirectly, is a cred itab le motive.
advocated at th e Boston Congress of the
EDITORIAL COUNCIL
N ational S tu d en t F ed eratio n of America.
Edward Arnold. Louis Cherncy, Seymour
Open subsidization of college athletes as
Gineiner, Gerard Hecker, Albert Ingraham, What About
Thomas Jenkin, Thomas Leech, Charles 1
a rem edy to p resen t day conditions was
Lease. Wilson Schier, Ted Wilder.
Phi Beta Kappa?
proposed. To this w as added th e am end
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS
G reat is the air of m ystery w hich has m ent th a t th e ath lete subsidized should
KARL SAGER - - - Student Activities long surrounded th e n atu re of P hi B eta be of good ch aracter and a good student.
ROBERT MOTT - Administration Editor ,
T here can be no d oubt th a t th is poli
El.LA HEINKE . . . . . Faculty Editor j Kappa. S urprisingly few un d erstan d the
BERNICE BAETZ . . . . Feature Editor ! purpose of this society, the features cy, w hich w ould elim inate th e control of
RUDOLPH WEYLAND Conservatory Editor which distinguish it from other honorar- subsidization by alum ni groups and place
DICK G R A E F .......................... Sports Editor
ies, and th e obstacles w ith w hich th e local it in the hands of th e proper authorities,
REPORTERS
chap ter is confronted in attem pting to is a fo rw ard step o ver the underhanded
Everett Bauman, Edwin Bolton. Clifford
m ethods of th e past, w hich are dem oraliz
B urton, Gwen Cramer, Edna Earle, Edwin fulfill its function.
The purpose of th e local organization ing to both school and athlete.
Emtnons, Mary Fulton, Edith Johnson, Jo- [
seph Koffend, Georgian Lawrence H arry of this national fra te rn ity is to recognize
H ow ever, open subsidization of ath 
Helterhoff, Stephen Mason, Carl Mess, John j
letes who are good students reduces it
those
who
have
revealed
th
e
ir
capacity
Olson. Margaret Rape, Janet Ricsberry, Hazel
Risseuw, Violet Rusch, Delbert Schmidt, for the tru e intellectual experience. The self at once to subsidization based upon
Margaret Seip, Allen Solie, James Straubel, definition of the intellectual experience both scholarship and need. T he a th 
Mary Thomson, Erie Volkert, George Walter w hich is h ere accepted is one w hich in  lete is no longer given a scholarship be*
Hester White, Daniel Wolterding. Arthur .
volves not only th e com m and and d irec cause he is an athlete, b u t because he is
Willett.
tion of keen m ental faculties, b ut also the a student, who m ay or may not possess
BUSINESS 81 AIT
THOMAS JENKIN • * Business Manager quality of personality through w hich the ath letic ability.
B ut th e d eplorable fact about such
EDWARD ARNOLD . . . .
Collections fruits of th at experience may be tra n s
MARGUERITE GREB Advertising Manager m itted to others.
m ethods advocated by the NSFA is that
ELLA HEINKE - - - Circulation Manager
P hi Beta K appa, in addition to its p u r  th e scholastic req u isite is often low ered
ADVERTISING STAFf
pose,
stands on an en tirely d ifferen t to a ridiculous level and scholarships b e
Gay Patterson, Konrad Tuchsctierer, Verna
plane th an do o th er cam pus honoraries. come m ere gifts to high-pow ered athletes.
Pfund, WilUord Dobbertin.
Thus, in tercollegiate athletics, w hich
It not only upholds a significant educa
COLLECTION H'lAF»
Alice Holloway, June Mauiano, Frederick, tional ideal b ut it gives to its m em bers a re aim ed to stim u late physical develop
Rustler, Roger Mueller, Jonn Rosenberg.
a lifetim e intellectual overcoat, th e pass m ent th ro u g h com petition, have been
w ord by w hich th e y may enter, a t least, w arped by some to become an ad v ertis
th e most closed aristocracy of scholars. ing and m oney-m aking scheme a t th e
In Defense of the
In th a t respect, m em bership in th e o r expense of th e educational process. L arge
Honorary
ganization is of economic and social value colleges w hich refuse to co rru p t th eir
Educational institutions n i u l send thro u g h o u t life; therefore, P hi B eta K ap  ath letic system s are necessarily faced
Uieir student« fo rth today in a w orld pa is often sought by g rad e-g etters sole w ith decreased revenue. S m aller schools
which require* evaluation of its product ly for w hat it offers an d not for w h at it w hich do n ot subsidize ath letes lose little
and in an attem p t to m eet this dem and stands. Once again, w e find th e m eans financially b u t cannot alw ays expect to
they have set up subjective grading sys to stim u late th e in tellectu al sp irit mis- produce w inning team s. It is only n a t
u ra l th a t in stitutions w hich d elib erately
tems. B ut in so doing, they have often tak en for th e end.
N evertheless, in spite of th e false seek ath letes in preference to scholars
created false goals for the student, who,
falling into the grade-getting class, fails goals w hich it som etim es creates, this whose ath letic prow ess is not to great
com pletely to see th e tru e n atu re of the H onorary possesses advantages which should have a b e tte r opportunity to d is
educational process. The m eans to the outw eigh its disadvantages and lead one play w inning records.
H ow ever, if colleges like Law rence
to th in k in term s of reform ation rather
ends have become ends in them selves.
It is only n atu ra l and right that peo in those of abolition. Phi Beta Kappa continue to en te r intercollegiate athletics
ple should bccome alarm ed into action fosters th e highest of educational ideals; b u t refuse to com m ercialize them , they
over th e confusion of m eans w ith ends p artly because of its national prestige m u st'still acknow ledge th e fact th a t p a r
in all phases of education. But often in and exclusiveness, it is an asset to any in ticipation in m ajo r sports places a heavy
dividuals become blinded by their ow n stitu tio n ; and m em bers who m erit elec load on th e individual concerned.
A thletes m ust give so m uch tim e to
earnestness and u tte rly m isconstrue the tion find th eir key invaluable in opening
purpose of institutions which, they shout the w ay to a position in life com m ensur train in g th a t often th e self-supporting
find it im possible to carry on laborious
zealously to the skies, have become false ate w ith th e ir ability.
T he w eakness of th e local organization outside w ork and still m aintain th e grade
goals; w ith them also, the means have be
lies chiefly in its attem p ts to determ ine averages necessary for scholarships.
come the ends.
A t present, then, th ere are th ree in 
Consequently, we find that the hon those students who possess the desired |
orary society has been subjected carefully qualities; th e few er m istakes in selection j d ictm ents against intercollegiate m ajor
to exam ination. It has been accused of w hich th e ch ap ter makes, the few er w ill ‘ sports. F irst, it is very difficult for a th 
catering to the ego, of concealing the be those whose academ ic careers are letes to be scholars u n d er such a system ;
m eaning of education, and of stim ulating spoiled by eith er naive or intelligent e f it is ex trem ely tem pting for colleges and
m eaningless activity in ex tra-cu rricu lar forts to gain superficial and often m ean u niversities to com m ercialize athletics;
and th ird , sentim ent is increasing in fa
organizations. B ut so assiduous w as the ingless gradings.
A b e tte r evaluation m ight be achieved v o r of th e su bstitution for m ajor sports
attack on Mace and M ortar Board Iasi
year and so com pletely bew ildered the by th e recognition of th e relativ e n atu re of an intercollegiate in tram u ral program .
A dvocates of this system feel th a t an
defense th a t the tru e objectives of these of the p resen t grad in g system . It is an
adm itted fact th a t often the highest h arm fu l degree of specialization is not
organizations w ere forgotten.
Both Mace and M ortar Board attem pt grade goes to the stu d en t who is gaining necessitated in an in tram u ral program ,
to recognize those w ho possess w ell-bal little from the course, w ho possess few th a t it is th is type of athletics w hich w ill
anced personalities. This recognition is intellectual qualities, b u t who is skilled be enjoyed by stu d en ts after th eir g rad 
not in itself intended to be more than in th e a rt of grade-getting, grinding, or uation instead of th e strenuous m ajor
an appreciation of w orthw hile achieve polishing th e apple to a rosy red. M ore sports w hich are lim ited to younger men.
over, grades do not alw ays represent C ertainly, in stitu tio n s would not be
ment, a w ord of congratulation.
B ut it is only n atu ra l that some stu  equal evaluations in d ifferen t d ep a rt tem pted to subsidize badm inton or squash
dents w ill be im pressed by the recogni m ents and betw een d ifferen t professors. players.
B ut convention w ould probably p re 
tion of such values, and that, consciously C onsequently, it is v ery difficult for a
or subconsciously, they w ill set up sim ilar d ep artm en t, strin g en t in its gradings, to v en t such a change from tak in g place
personal ideals. If m em bership in these gain the election of any of its students. for some period of tim e. In th e popular
societies placed a halo above one's head j In a sm all institution w here th e re is op m ind L aw rence College would not be a
o r had some economic significance, it portu n ity for individual contact between first-ra te educational institution w ithout
m ight be possible for individuals to con professor and student, th e re is little need intercollegiate m ajo r sports; intercollegi
fuse ideals w ith organizations. H ow ever, for election to be d eterm ined chiefly by- a te in tra m u ra l activ ity w ould seem a
poor substitute.
a stu d e n t has no m ore prestige on the grades.
U ntil such a change is w ith in the
F inally, th e faculty m em bership of the
cam pus afte r election th a n before. Em
ployers or other educational institutions local ch a p te r needs to be expanded to realm of possibility, Law rence should
do not seize eagerly the fact that a man include a fair rep resen tatio n from all d e continue h er p resen t policy of discrim in
ation n eith er for nor against th e athlete.
has been a m em ber of Mace. At Law  partm ents.
Then, w ith the d e p a rtu re from formal To th e self-supporting ath lete should go
rence no energies b u t those of a perverted
egotist could be expended in an attem pt m ethods of selection and an expanded th e outside w ork w hich requires th e least
to gain such an election; th e few people electoral group, P h i B eta K appa may physical exertion. And Law rence stu 
of this type w ill alw ays sign aw ay th eir m ore tru ly stim u late th e grow th of real dents and faculty should not alw ays look

T h e

C a f s

P a w

“Oblivion is n o t to be h ired .”
S ir Thom as Browne.
In vain has C at’s P aw sought enduring
rest w ithin th e shadow s of oblivion. Who

V ol

a

can w ith su rety assert th a t an y th in g shall
die. L ongevity is often u ndesired and
senescence abh o rred , y et m en of four
score years are not so few n o r lives far
past th e h u n d red m ark unknow n. To seek
im m ortal fam e is vanity, b ut fo rtu n e favours those w ho ask th e least. C ontrol of
destiny w as n ot consigned to m ortal
hands, fo r though he seek q u ietu s for his
fleshy form an d p erm atu rely h a lt his n a t
u ral course, w h at living m an can find as
surance of etern al d eath? Tim e itself
tu rn s tra ito r to th e proof, fo r p resen t
rocks b ear record of th e first know n life.
S tran g e things are lost, destroyed by
force of tim e, and stra n g e r things endure.
In past, both lesser life and m an have
sought oblivion, b ut n a tu re has contrived
th e ir p erp etu ity .
Long cen tu ries before recorded tim e,
first iforms of fu n g ate and organic life
lay bedded in pre-C am b rian m uds; today We find th e im p rin t ’of th e ir form s
in stony layers fa r b eneath th e soil Tim e
th a t levels all to dust, bows hum bly to
a g rea ter force. Records en d u re; history
lives, w hile thoughless m en live only for
th e ir day.
In vain do n a tu re 's pow ers oppose
duration, w hen forces aim ing to destroy
serv e ra th e r to p erp e tu ate an tiq u ity . W it
ness th e ru in s of Pom peii; “Ashes to
ashes and d u st to d u st" is b u t w eak fallacy
w hen em blem s of decay become p rese rv a
tives. L ikew ise th e sea th a t u sh eri
m ighty ships to its unfathom ed d e p th !
b etray s its ravagings to tu rn co n servator
of gold. A nd d esert sands th a t p rey on
m an and beast, th ro u g h cen tu ries b ear
trophies of th e ir conquest. T im e w orks
against its w ill and n a tu re opposes itself
th a t past e v e n t m ay live. T hen -who is
m an th a t h e d eclares an end or seeks to
a lte r destiny?
Who can say w hat m en or w o rk s shall
be im m ortal? D estiny cannot alw ays be
descrim inate, an d bad w ill live as w ell as
good. O ft im m o rtality m ay choose a m an
n o t w ell p rep ared an d p ain t his fau lts for
la te r ages to deride. O u r histories reveal
them ; Could X erxes and Cassius and
A ethelred or K ing Jo h n have an ticipated
th e ir en d u rin g nam e an d y et have b lu n d 
ered as th ey did? P erh ap s against th e ir
w ills th ey live in history. A nd so it
is w ith w orks of art.
Men have lived an d kept th e secret of
th e ir a rt unknow n and after d ea th r e 
ceived th e ir m erited acclaim. Long af
te r th ey have died, th eir w orks m ust
have lived; so let it be w ith C at’s Paw .
A bandoned and in te rre d at m o rtal wish,
here let it be renew ed at D estiny’s d e
cree. No claim on p erp e tu ity is m ade by
these poor words, for as S ir Thom as
Browne has said: “N othing is strictly im 
m ortal b u t im m ortality.”
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Dangling in th e W isconsin Octopus
th is little bit w as found:
F or long years he w orked and sw eated.
Labored consciously,
Cram m ed for tests and w rote his papers.
T hen he w'on his P h it Bete key.
Now h e’s w orking a t a counter.
And w hile w aiting to m ake sales
Reaches for th e gold insignia
And calm ly cleans his fingernails.
P ete closes w ith
a sw ipe from th e
Y ale Record:
P rep aratio n , graduation
T hen vacation.
R egistration, dissipation,
T hen probation.
D esperation, illum ination.
T hen elation.
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G raduation, congratulation
T hen vocation, or starvation.
—CARLETONIAN.
for victory in com petition w ith schools
in wfhich subsidization is strongly e n 
trenched
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